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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe experiments in text chunk-
ing for prosodic phrasing and generation in French. We
present a quick, robust and deterministic parser which uses
part-of-speech information and a set of rules, to consis-
tently assign prosodic boundaries in Text-To-Speech syn-
thesis. The syntactic phrasing, consisting of segmenting
sentences in non-recursive sequences, is de�ned in terms
of sets of possible categories. The syntax-prosody inter-
face is presented: the sequences enable the location of
potential prosodic boundaries (minor, major or interme-
diate). The �rst results are given, including of a listen-
ing test, which demonstrated the advantage of our chunk
grammar over a simpler approach, based on function words
and punctuation. Quantitative measures are made on the
chunks de�ned between boundaries. Our model prefers
structural criteria to probabilities, and an approach by in-
tension rather than by extension, is also compared with
other models.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we describe the main features of a syntac-
tic parser developped at LIMSI-CNRS for French Text-To-
Speech (TTS) synthesis, and its application to prosodic
phrasing. Syntax is required in a TTS system, at least
because prosodic phrasing is linked to syntax. It can be
argued that prosody conveys the \meaning" of sentences
rather than their \form". However, automatic analysis of
the \meaning" is out of the scope of current natural lan-
guage processing systems, for unrestricted texts. On the
contrary, a robust syntactic parser can provide the prosodic
component of a TTS system with some useful information.
What is needed for synthesis is a quick, robust and de-
terministic parser (a single possible way of reading sen-
tences is foreseen). For a TTS system, the stakes are to
account for a large number of facts, and not to select the
well-formed sentences of the language, de�ned as eligible
candidates, and to refuse the others. Stemming from Tes-
ni�ere's works [17], a dependency grammar is well suited for
running texts. Examples of parsers are [8, 2, 18, 6], which
are exploited for TTS synthesis at CNET, ICP, Caen Uni-
versity and ENST. Wide coverage parsers are even of both
practical and scienti�c interest. That is why we now can
see a revival of empirical and statistical methods. Auto-
matic learning of prosodic phrasing is made possible by the
fact that considerable amount of data is now available (e.g.

[11, 16, 4, 19]). We rather privileged structural criteria and
an intensive approach.

In the following, a chunk grammar, inspired by depen-
dency grammars (especially in the pivot role given to verbs)
is proposed for parsing French. We shall not discuss to-
kenization. In section 2, the parser is presented: non-
lexicalist methods are proposed for word tagging, using
a partial dictionary of function words, anteposable adjec-
tives and verb forms, as well as information on su�xes and
disambiguation rules. The syntactic phrasing, is then ad-
dressed, which consists of segmenting sentences into non-
recursive sequences: these ones are de�ned in terms of
sets of possible categories. The syntax-prosody interface is
eventually displayed. Section 3 is devoted to experiments:
quantitative measurements on the so-called chunks de�ned
by prosodic boundaries are made; some results are given,
as well as a comparison with an approach only based on
function words (FWs). Sections 4 concludes.

2. THE PARSER

2.1. Part-Of-Speech Tagging

A robust syntactic parser (which is able to deal with
neologies and with orthography or agreement errors) was
built [18], using only a partial dictionary. Prosodic phras-
ing using a small dictionary with rules on su�xes [10],
and/or identifying function words [14, 13] has also been
explored in the speech community, for English, Dutch and
Italian.

In our case, the dictionary contains pronouns, determin-
ers, prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs (about 1,000), verb
forms (about 60,000), to which adverbs in -ment and an-
teposable adjectives (about 1,000) were added. This dic-
tionary is completed by a list of 340 terminations that al-
low the deduction of grammatical categories. The words
that are not identi�ed are assigned the default label noun
- proper names and acronyms, especially.

If only one grammatical category is assigned to the
words, the major problem is of course homonymy. A hun-
dred homonymies (in addition to homonymies with nouns)
is noticeable, between anteposable adjective, FWs and verb
forms. On the whole in our dictionary, we privileged an-
teposable adjectives over FWs, and FWs over verb forms.
So, c�el�ebre, which can be a form of the verb c�el�ebrer
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(\to celebrate"), is rather considered as an adjective (\fa-
mous"). So, a certain balance is restored in relation to our
dictionary, which gives a big weight to verb forms.

Within the FW class, homonymies such as ce, leur, en, s'
may be disambiguated by associating (besides the most fre-
quent tags) the other possible tags with the corresponding
sets of tags for the following word(s). These most frequent
tags (which only con�rm intuition) are generally, in a de-
creasing order of preference: preposition > conjunction >
adverb > determiner > pronoun.

We shall give the example of the homonymy of le, la,
les, leur, l', which almost concerns one word out of 10 in
texts, and which is a well-known problem for automatic
parsing of French. These words are assigned the default
tag determiner, but they may also be pronouns - normally
located before the verb in French. Their disambiguation
follows the principle of possible categories (like the syntac-
tic phrasing discussed below), with a look-ahead. If the
next word is a transitive or auxiliary verb, a personal pro-
noun complement, or leur itself, followed by a transitive
or auxiliary verb, the ambiguous word is considered as a
pronoun.

Although it is embarrassing because of its frequency, this
homonymy is not as serious as the one between verb / non-
verb. Therefore, 6 heuristics were added, to allow a word
�rst recognized as a conjugated verb to fall over into the
category noun: they are negative, of a distributional na-
ture. For instance, immediately after le, la, les, l' (\the"),
a conjugated intransitive verb cannot be found - the ambi-
guity conjugated verb / nounwas encoded in the dictionary,
as well as the piece of information intransitive.

2.2. Syntactic Phrasing

The syntactic phrasing also draws its inspiration from
[18]: it splits sentences into noun, verb and \transjunctive"
sequences. The generic term \transjunctive", that we in-
troduce in reference to Tesni�ere's translation and junction,
stands for preposition, conjunction, relative pronoun, block
adverb, comma or brackets.

The sequences, which are made up of adjacent words, are
not recursive. For instance, \the dog of the neighbor" is
decomposed into 3 sequences: \the dog" (noun sequence),
\of" (transjunctive sequence) and \the neighbor" (noun
sequence).

We limited ourselves to the dependencies between words,
within sequences, which makes us close to chunk grammars.
Chunk grammar merely consists of dividing sentences into
segments. It partially draws its inspiration from studies
in psychology about the duration of pauses, in reading,
and about \naive" parsing of sentences. Based on a rather
shallow analysis, its motivation is also procedural. Even
though it postpones the di�cult attachment decisions to
a further step, this grammar may be used for �nding out
translation units or for index generation: in this domain,
most of the e�orts have focussed on the identi�cation of
base noun phrases. A review can be found in [15]. Similar
to the techniques used in [15], Classi�cation And Regres-

noun sequence verb sequence trans. sequence

noun, adjective conjugated verb preposition
(pre)determiner in�nitive conjunction
possessive pronoun negation relative pronoun
adverb of adjective personal pronoun punctuation (, - )

adverbial pronoun
inde�nite pronoun
demo. pronoun

participle
adverb (not of negation nor of adjective)

Table 1: de�nition of the possible categories in noun, verb
and transjunctive sequences.

sion Trees (CARTs) were used in [7] to locate intonational
boundaries.

But the chunk grammars proposed, whether they are
probabilistic or rule-based, integrate co-ordinated terms or
certain prepositional phrases, then making an attachment
decision. To us, it is illusory to want to enumerate all
of the possible sequences. They may be quite long (in a
discontinuous construction especially), and, inevitably, we
will forget some of them. Besides, we may have a more
tolerant approach than in generation. In this sense, we
rejoin [6], who does not speak of \sequences" but of noun
and verb generalized strips. In our case, sequences are
de�ned as sets of possible categories (see Table 1).

This can of course be represented by rewrite rules. How-
ever, expressing sequences in terms of sets is much more
straightforward, since they only correspond to one level of
phrasing.

The sets used for the de�nition of sequences are not
disjoined: most adverbs, for instance, may belong to the
3 types of sequences. What decides is the �rst word of
the sequence, by left-right propagation, the sequences be-
ing examined in the order transjunctive-noun-verb. For
instance, if an adverb (not of negation nor of adjective)
is at the beginning of a sentence, it opens a transjunctive
sequence - an adverb, other than pas and point (\not") is
an adverb of adjective if the word following immediately is
an adjective.

A table indicating that the type of sequence changes, be-
tween two successive categories (the �rst one of which may
be \beginning of sentence"), cannot generate this analy-
sis. Neither can an algorithm such as chinks 'n chunks [9],
which is only a modi�ed FW detection.

For every input sentence, the analysis may yield one par-
tition of the written string into three \colors" (nominal,
verbal and transjunctive), which do not overlap each other
- with an alignment of words and parts-of-speech. This
operation uses local constraints, quite easy to implement
in a �nite-state automaton: the algorithm, which proceeds
sentence by sentence, is of linear complexity with respect
to the number of words.



2.3. Syntax-Prosody Interface

The output of the parser is a series of sequences rep-
resenting the input sentence, together with grammatical
categories for each word and the modality (assertive or in-
terrogative). It is connected with the prosodic generator
of the TTS system: from syntactic and phonotactic con-
straints, the phonemic string is then enriched with mark-
ers for prosodic phrasing and computation of the accentual
structure.

Examples of rules for prosodic phrasing are: a/ a mi-
nor continuation boundary (#mb) is placed at the end of
noun and verb sequences, when they are not followed by
a punctuation mark; b/ 2 prosodic marks are associated
to weak and strong punctuation marks (respectively #MB
and #TB). An intermediate major boundary (#IB) is also
de�ned. It reaches the same pitch level as #MB, but with-
out the pause that is associated to it. These intermediate
boundaries do not seem to obey �xed syntactic laws. How-
ever, the 7 following types of chunks are almost always
followed by #IB:

preposition - noun,
co-ordination conjunction - noun,
beginning of sentence - determiner - adjective - noun,
determiner - noun - adjective,
preposition - personal pronoun,
co-ordination conjunction - determiner - noun,
preposition - noun - noun.

An example of prosodic phrasing is (NS: noun sequence,
TS: transjunctive sequence, VS: verb sequence):

(Personne ne leur a enseign�e)V S #mb
(la mani�ere)NS#mb
(de)TS(se pr�esenter)V S(,)TS#MB
(et)TS(ils n'ont g�en�eralement pas)V S#mb
(les moyens)NS#mb
(d')TS(être correctement habill�es)V S.#TB.

The reading of a sentence segmented this way sounds
like a child reading. The chunks de�ned by the bound-
aries (obtained on purely syntactic criteria) do not de�ne
breath groups, separated by pauses. To link them with
prosody, the number of syllable needs to be taken into ac-
count: �rstly, stresses are assigned to lexical words; sec-
ondly, stress deletion rules based on phonotactic informa-
tion are applied; thirdly, the accentual description is linked
to the realization of melodic contours synchronized with
the surface structure, pauses in certain cases and length-
ening, as described in [3].

3. EXPERIMENTS

The parser was implemented in the LIMSI TTS system,
with which large corpora were synthesized. The following
paragraphs yield quantitative data and evaluationss.

3.1. Quantitative Measures on chunks

Even if the tagger itself foresees a set of 41 cate-
gories, the syntactico-prosodic rules use a more restricted
tagset: noun (including possessive pronoun), adjective,
(pre)determiner, conjugated main verb, conjugated auxil-
iary verb, in�nitive, participle, verb-color pronoun (see Ta-
ble 1), adverb (not of negation), negation, co-ordination
conjunction, preposition, relative pronoun or subordination
conjunction, weak punctuation mark, strong punctuation
mark. Keeping these 15 classes (+ a marker of begin-
ning of sentence), quantitative measurements were made
on chunks, on a 192,000 word corpus, which was synthe-
sized.

We got 65,000 chunks, 5,000 of which were di�erent. The
average size of chunks is 3 words (which is roughly speaking
the size of a \prosodic word"), the possible combinatory is
important - even though certain tags can only be found
at certain positions within chunks, or to the exclusion of
other tags (a noun and a verb, e.g., may not appear in a
same chunk).

Like the most frequent di�erent word tokens in a text,
here, the frequent chunks are in small number. On the
opposite, we have many rare chunks - that may be consid-
ered as noise, partially stemming from \accidents", or as
witnesses of a richness of structures.

The most commonly observed types of chunks are in the
order:

preposition - noun,
determiner - noun,
conjugated main verb,
preposition - determiner - noun,
preposition - noun - weak punctuation mark,
preposition - noun - strong punctuation mark,
noun.

These �gures are of course dependent upon the number
of these tags and of the word tokenization (e.g., 29 UDF is
counted as 5 words). Though, the following result is notice-
able: the 18 most frequent di�erent chunk types cover 38%
of the occurrences. So, one can focus on them to improve
syntactico-prosodic rules.

3.2. Evaluation of the parser

For assessing the parser, on purely syntactic criteria, a
�rst test was made on the GRACE corpus [12]. This one
is composed of 302 sentences (90 sentences from the news-
paper Le Monde and 212 sentences built to concentrate
syntactic di�culties = 4547 words labelled by an expert).
Though, the assessment paradigm was not the one kept in
GRACE, where silence is allowed, where idioms may be
split and where an adjudication phase is also foreseen. We
studied the repercussions of tagging errors on sequences
and chunks. The tagging error rate is 10%. Though, the
error rate generated on sequences is only 3%. The syntac-
tic phrasing was estimated in terms of recall and precision,
with respect to a \naive" segmentation. These two mea-



surements give 97% - they respectively penalize the forget-
ting of expected sequences and the extraction of inexact
sequences (noise). We notice that, actually, the phrasing
errors stem from idioms and inclusion of participles in noun
sequences, more than from tagging errors. Errors between
noun, adjective and determiner have no incidence on the
sequence type. Nor do errors between preposition, con-
junction and relative pronoun. Errors on participles and
adverbs may also have no consequence on their color, which
depends on the left context.

In certain con�gurations, errors on the sequence color
may even have no e�ect on the boundaries between chunks.
If we count the boundaries that appear or disappear, re-
placing the category provided by the parser by the refer-
ence category, in a point of the string, we come to a change
for 1% of the words. Besides, consecutive errors may com-
pensate each other, and do not modify the boundary posi-
tion: e.g. sauvegarder# le pouvoir (\saving # the power"),
noun-headed chunk # verb-headed chunk or verb-headed
chunk # noun-headed chunk. And certain syntactic errors
may be minor enough not to be too harmful for prosody.

3.3. Comparison with a FW-based Ap-

proach

On 90 sentences from the newspaper Le Monde, the
chunks given by the analysis were also compared with the
ones that would be provided by placing a boundary af-
ter every word that is not recognized as \function word" -
and after punctuation marks. Since all depends on what is
called \function word", we took the list of GRAPHON+
(the LIMSI grapheme-to-phoneme conversion program [5] -
, composed of a hundred \function words". With respect to
the 868 minor or intermediate boundaries predicted by our
analysis, the FW approach deletes 2 of them and inserts
314 other ones: it multiplies by 1.6 the number of chunks -
the rate of accuracy of the part-of-speech tagging was 90%
on this corpus. The syntactic analysis especially improves
the processing of noun-headed chunks (sequences of adjec-
tives and nouns, such as dates): no boundary in the middle
of jeudi 1er mai 1997 (\thursday 1st may 1997"), nor be-
tween a given name and a family name (e.g. le pr�esident
Jacques Chirac). And we can go further in the hierarchiza-
tion, which is not enabled by the FW-based approach.

On a set of 26 pairs of sentences from the newspaper Le
Monde, we compared the acceptability of the prosody syn-
thesized by the LIMSI TTS system with the FW approach
and the syntactic analysis. This test looks more satisfac-
tory than a judgement on an absolute scale - which depends
too much on the listeners' mood. Other researchers (e.g.
[4]) who desired to assess prosody came up against this
problem, and chose such a di�erential test. In our case,
the tendency that emerges is that the output of the syn-
tactic analysis is prefered, on an average, for 70% of the
sentences and of our 9 listeners. For further interpreta-
tion, more data are required, since many parameters min-
gle, from the number of syllables to the semantic content
of words and to the position in the sentence. Yet, we can
state that the coherence and the more or less repetitive
e�ect is of great perceptual importance.

4. CONCLUSION

A dependency-based chunk grammar was implemented
in the LIMSI-CNRS TTS system, for French, with
syntactico-prosodic rules: the syntactic phrasing consists
of segmenting the sentence into non-recursive sequences
which are de�ned as sets of possible categories (e.g. per-
sonal pronoun, verb . . . for verb sequences). A minor, ma-
jor or intermediate boundary is placed at the end of noun
and verb sequences. This segmentation can well reect
the prosodic phrasing, as was demonstrated by systematic
assessments. The results of speech synthesis, with a sim-
pli�ed representation of syntax and prosody, may serve as
a tool for studying the interaction between these two poles.
They show that the prosodic structure is atter than the
syntactic tree. Even if cognitive aspects have not been
our main concern, some consequences should certainly be
drawn. They should be tempered by the fact that the
object handled is read speech - but this is here the task.
Moreover, in reading as in spontaneous speech, speaking
subjects are not supposed to plan all that they are going
to say: it is very unlikely that they program it a recursive
way.

It is interesting to study the application of this approach
in a multilingual framework. Current research is carried
out on Creole and Spanish. In addition to this, several
perspectives are o�ered: using the part-of-speech tagging
as well as the noun-headed and verb-headed chunks,

� re�ne the syntactico-prosodic rules, mainly on du-
rations, to better exploit the available information
(with for instance a di�erent behavior of adjectives
and nouns),

� or envisage a self-learning technique, from the identi-
�cation of the performance of a human speaker.
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